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This paper is a continuation of the author's preceding papers [8], [9],
in which we discuss certain existence-problems of σ-weakly continuous pro-
jections of norm one of different types of W*-algebras.

By a projection of norm one we mean a projection mapping from a
Banach space onto its subspace whose norm is one. In the following we
concern with the projection of norm one in a W*-algebra M. We denote
by Mjjc the space of all σ-weakly continuous linear functionals on M. On the
other hand M* means the conjugate space of M and the second conjugate
space of M is written by M** usually. However, in case M is a W*-algebra
M** is the W*-algebra that plays a special role for M (cf. [3], [7]) so that

we denote especially by M. A positive linear functional φ on a W*-algebra
is called singular if there exists no non-zero positive σ-weakly continuous
functional such as ψ S φ. The closed subspace of M* generated by all
singular linear functionals is denoted by MJ. Then we get M* = M* © M* :
the sum is /^direct sum. A uniformly continuous linear mapping TΓ from a
W*-algebra M to another W*-algebra N is called singular if MN*) c Mί
where tfτr means the transpose of TΓ.

All other notations and definitions are referred to [7] and [8]. Before
going to discussions, the author expresses his hearty thanks to Mr. M.
Takesaki for his valuable suggestions and co-operations.

1. General decomposition theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let M, N be W*~algebras, then any uniformly continuous
linear mapping from M to N is uniquely decomposed into the σ-weakly
continuous part and the singular part.

PROOF. Let TΓ be a uniformly coninuous linear mapping from M into

N, then tψπ is the mapping from N* to M*. Consider the restriction of 'TΓ

to N*. The transpose of this restriction is a σ-weakly continuous linear

mapping TΓ from M to N and clearly ΐ is a σ-weakly continuous extension

of TΓ to M. Denote by MJ the polar of M* in M, then we get a central

projection z in M such as M* = M(l — z).

Put TΓiOi) = π(az\ TΓ2(Λ) = τr(α(l — z)) for each a € M. We have, clearly,
TΓ = TΓi + τr2. Moreover we get
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< α, ^(φ) > = < Ίr(az), φ > = < az, ^(φ) > = < a,

for all a € M and φ € N*. Hence Sr^N*) CZ M* i. e. ψτrι is σ-weakly con-

tinuous. Similarly, we get < <2, tψτr2(φ) > = < a,R(X-z)
tfrr(<p) > for all α € M

and 9> € N* so that W N * ) CZ MJ. On the other hand the unicity is clear.

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 1.1 . Let Ήί be a T^*-algebra, N a W*-representable

*-subalgebra <τ/*M and ΊΓ a projection of norm one from M to N. Then ΊΓ is

uniquely decomposed into ΊΓ19 and 7Γ2 where τrι is a positive normal ^-module

homomorphism from M to N and τr2 a positive singular ^-module homo-

morphism from M to N.

PROOF. In this case, the σ-weakly continuous extension of π to M, π>

is also a projection of norm one from M to N. Therefore the above decom-

position shows that all postulates on 7rί and 7r2 are satisfied.

THEOREM 2. Let ΊΓ be a positive linear mapping from a W* algebra

M to a W* -algebra N, then π is singular if and only if there exists no

non-zero positive normal linear mapping π such as TΓ(Λ) <i τr(a) for every

positive element a € M.

PROOF. Suppose π is singular and ΊΓ' a positive normal linear mapping

from M to N such as ΊΓ\O) S ΊΓ(O) for positive a € M. Take a positive
normal linear functional φ of N. We have, from the assumption, 0 i ^'(φ)

^ ^(φ). Since tfrr{φ) is a singular linear functional, ιΊr\φ) = 0 so that we

get V ( N * ) = 0. Therefore ΊΓ' = 0.

Now suppose ΊΓ has the property stated above. By Theorem 1, we have

ΊΓ = ΊΓ1 + ΊΓ2 where ΊΓX is σ- weakly continuous and ΊΓ2 singular. Moreover

7Γj and ΊΓ2 are positive in this case. Therefore ΊΓ^O) S π(a) for positive

a € M which imples 7Γj = 0. Hence ΊΓ = ΊΓ2 i. e. ΊΓ is singular.

2. Existence-problems of the σ-weaky continuous proiection of

norm one on different types of Ty*-algebras. If N is a semi-finite W*-

algebra and M a purely infinite W*-algebra, then thier direct product N ®

M is purely infinite by [4] and there exists a σ-weakly continuous projection

of norm one from N (££) M to N. Similarly, we can see that there may also

exist a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one from a W*-algebra of

type II to its ΐί^*-subalgebra of type I. Now in the following we study

on the converse existence-problems of these facts. The next theorem is

essentially due to Sakai [4].

THEOREM 3. If there exists a projection of norm one ΊΓ from a semi-

finite W*algebra M to its purely infinite W*-subalgebra N, then ΊΓ is always
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singular.

To prove this theorem we need the following

LEMMA 3. 1. Let TΓ be a projection of norm one from a W*-algebra
M to its W*-subalgebra N and π = 7Γi + ττ2 the decomposition in Corollary
1. 1., then irx is strongly continuous on the unit sphere of M.

PROOF. By the relation τrx((a — nrx{a)f{a — iΓi(α))) for each a € M, one
can get π^a^ά) 2̂  τrι(άγ'irι(a) (21 — τr(z)) where IT is the σ-weakly continuous

extension of π to M and z a cental projection of M in the proof of Theorem

1. By [8], we see easily, τr(s) € N*. Hence TΓ^α)* ir^a) (21 - τr(z)) ^ πγ(af

TΓ^a). Therefore τr1 is strongly continuous on the unit sphere of M(cf. [2 :

Chap. 1 §4]).

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let τrι be the σ-weakly continuous part of TΓ.
By the above lemma and the property of τrl9 we can proceed the same
argument as in [4: Proof of Theorem 2] concerning WΊ and get τr1 = 0.

PROPOSITION. Let M be a semi-finite W*-algebra and N its finite W*-
subalgebra. We denote by 9JΪ /or the definition ideal of a faithful normal
semi-finite trace τ0 on M (cf [2]). //* there exists a non-trivial σ-weakly
continuous ^-module homomorphism TΓ from M to N, we have N' Π SDΪ =f=

10}.

PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that N is countably
decomposable. Take a faithful normal finite trace T on N. We have < xy9

VfV) > = < TΓO V), T > = < ir(x)y, τ > = <yτr(.r), r > = < τr(^) , τ > =
< 3;^, trnr(τ) > for every r̂ € M and y € N.

Now < .r, 'TΓCT) > = < χ a, τ0 > for all x € M where a is an operator
belonging to L^M, τ0) and x α the strong product defined in [5] and < x a,
τ0 > means the extended value of τ0 (cf. also [5]). We get < xya, τ0 > =
< xy, 17T(T) > = < yx a, τ0 > = <Λ: Λ 3;, T0 > for every x € M and 3/ € N,
which implies aη N'. Here we may assume, without loss of generality,
that a is self-adjoint. By [5 : Corollary 12. 6] we can find a non-zero spe-
ctral projection e of a such as <? € 9JΪ. Since it is clear that e € N', we have

THEOREM 4. If there exists a projection of norm one from a W*
algebra M of type I to its W*-sub algebra N of type II, then TΓ is always
singular.

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove this theorem in case that N is of type
Hi, because if there exists a projection of norm one which is not singular
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from M to its Ή^*-subalgebra of type Hoc we see, by [4: Proposition 3], that

there also exists a projection of norm one which is not singular from M to

its certain ΐt^-sub algebra of type II1 #

If 7Γj =f= 0 in Corollary 1. 1., we can choose a non-zero projection e € 90Ϊ

Π N' by the above proposition (SOΐ being taken as in the preceding proposi-

tion) and e is easily seen to be a finite projection of M. We have eMe ZD eN.

Now eN is isomorphic to a W*-algebra z(e)N which is of type D^ where

z(e) denotes the central envelope of e in N'. On the other hand eMe is a

finite T1/*-algebra of type I. Therefore eMe H> eN is impossible, which is a

contradiction. Hence ΊΓ1 = 0 i. e. ir is singular.

REMARK. AS Theorem 3 concerns with the direct product of a semi-

finite W*-algetra and a purely infinite W*-algebra (cf. [4]) this theorem is

also closedly related to the direct product of a TF*-algebra of type I and

that of type II.

LEMMA 5. 1. If φ is a positive singular linear functional on a W*~

subalgebra N of a W*-algebra M, any positive extension of φ to M is

singular.

PROOF. Denote by ψ the positive extension of ψ to M and let ψ —

Ψi + ^2 be the decomposition into its normal and singular parts. Since ψi

is normal on M, it is also normal on N. But, as φ = ψ S Ψι on N, we get

ψi = 0 on N. Therefore tyl = 0 on M, whence ψ = ψ2 is singular.

LEMMA 5. 2. Let M be a W^-algebra, N a W*-subalgebra and iτ a

projection of norm one from M to N3 then f7r(Nί) C Mΐ.

PROOF. Take a singular positive linear functional φ of N. Clearly tψir{φ)

is positive and tfτryφ) — φ on N. Hence tfπ(φ) is singular by the above

lemma. Since NJ is generated by its positive elements,we get M N ί ) d M*.

By help of these lemmas we can generalize the result of M. Takesaki

(cf. [6]).

THEOREM 5. Let M be a W* factor of type I and N its W*-sub algebra.

In order that there exists a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one

from M to N it is necessary and sufficient that N is the second dual of a

two-sided ideal.

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is the full

operator algebra on some Hubert space H. Suppose 7r is a σ-weakly conti-

nuous projection of norm one from M to N. M = C** where C is the ideal

of all completely continuous operators on H. By [1] one easily verifies C°

= M£ where C° means the polar of C in M*. Consider 7r(C), the image of
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C by 7r, then 7r(C) is a σ-weakly dense ideal of N by [8].
Take φ € 7r(C)* and denote by ψ the extension of φ to N. We can say

that the σ-weakly continuous part of ψ is independent from ψ. In fact, if ψ
and ψ are extensions of ψ and ψ = ψi + ^2? Ψ = Ψi' + ĴK are decom-
positions into their σ-weakly continuous parts and singular parts, we have,
by Lemma 5. 2., SrCW, VΨί) € C°. Hence < τr(α), ?> > = < τr{a\ ψ > =

< 7r(a\ ψ1 > for each a € C. Therefore ψι = φ = ψ\ on 7r(C) which
implies ^ = 'ψ'',.

Now, correspond φ to the unique σ-weakly continuous part ψi of the
extension ψ of ^?. One easily verifies that this mapping is linear and one-
to-one from τr(C)* onto N*. On the other hand the unit sphere of C is σ-
weakly dense in that of M as M is the second dual of C, so that the unit
sphere of 7r(C) is σ-weakly dense in that of N. Therefore the above cor-
respondence is isometric. This completes the necessity of the theorem.

Next, let N = d** for an ideal CΊ of N. For any central projection z
of N, zCi is a subspace of Cx. Hence Ns = (CΊ2)**, which implies N2 must
contain a direct summand of a factor of type I. Therefore N = 2αN r t, central
direct sum of those factors ίN^} of type I.

Now one verifies easily that there exists a σ-weakly continuous projection
7ra of norm one from M to each N^. Put τr(a) = Σα iΓaia) for each a € M
ir is clearly a σ-weakly continuous projection of norm one from M to N.
Thus the proof is completed.
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